The sandless sandbag that absorbs 50 TIMES ITS DRY WEIGHT, offers superior protection against floods and leaks for up to 90 days after use. This Patented Technology is compact and lightweight in design, making it quick and easy to deploy. FloodSax® is ACTIVATED BY WATER OR LIQUID, while providing an unequalled barrier of protection. FloodSax® can be reused as drought irrigation or other green hydro applications.

STORAGE & DEPLOYMENT
Vacuum packed, clean, dry, easy to manage and deploy and require minimum space to store. A homeowner is able to quickly protect an area by stacking and staggering the FloodSax® to create powerful barriers against flooding, sea water, or other liquids. With a guaranteed 10-yr readiness and built so lightweight that almost anyone can deploy, FloodSax® offer unprecedented security against liquid damage to your home.

ABSORBS ALL TYPES OF LIQUIDS
FloodSax® are powerful and protect your home against damage from liquids of all forms, including: water, salt water, gasoline, chemicals, and much more.

“ Liquids are no match against FloodSax®!”

Remove outer packaging. Energize your FloodSax®. Build out your FloodSax® barrier.

FloodSax® Sandless Sandbags

FLOODSAX® SAVES TIME, MONEY, AND PROPERTY

www.FloodSax.com

US Patent # 7841268. Sold under exclusive FloodSax® Americas distribution agreement by MBZ Industrial Inc.

www.mbzindustrial.com +1 (888) 533-2994

www.FloodSax.com